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We propose a novel renormalization scheme for the hadronic operators. As an example, we
show the numerical simulation result for the anomalous dimension of the pseudo scalar op-
erator of the SU(3) gauge theory coupled to N f = 12 fundamental fermions. The anomalous
dimension of the pseudo scalar operator is related with the mass renormalization factor of the
fermion thought the partially conserved axial-vector current (PCAC) relation. We derive the mass
anomalous dimension at the infrared fixed point (IRFP) of the theory, and find that it is given by
γ∗m = 0.044 +0.025−0.024(stat.)+0.057−0 (syst.)+0−0.032(syst.), where the first systematic error comes from the
uncertainty of the continuum extrapolation while the second one comes from the uncertainty of
the value of the coupling constant at the IRFP.
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1. Introduction
We would like to give a novel renormalization scheme of the composite operators. The basic
idea of the renormalization condition of this scheme is that the renormalization factor is normal-
ized by the tree level correlation function of the operators. One of the practical advantage of this
renormalization scheme is that any lattice boundary conditions can be applied.
As an example, we consider the pseudo scalar operator for the SU(3) gauge theory coupled to
N f = 12 massless fermions. It is known that the theory has the nontrivial IRFP [1]. We obtain the
mass anomalous dimension of the fermions from the renormalization factor of the pseudo scalar
operator though the partially conserved axial-currect (PCAC) relation. The result of the mass
anomalous dimension at the IRFP of the SU(3) gauge theory coupled to N f = 12 massless fermion
is
γ∗m = 0.044 +0.025−0.024(stat.)+0.057−0 (syst.)+0−0.032(syst.), (1.1)
where the first systematic error comes from the uncertainty of the continuum extrapolation while
the second one comes from the uncertainty of the value of the coupling constant at the IRFP. This
talk is based on the paper [2].
2. A novel renormalization scheme of the composite operators
Let us consider some arbitrary composite operator (H). If the theory is renormalizable, a
nonperturbative renormalized coupling constants, e.g. the gauge coupling constant and the mass
parameter of the fermions, can be defined by amplitudes of the observables.
The renormalization factor can be defined by the correlator of the bare operator (H),
CH(t) = ∑
~x
〈H(t,~x)H(0,~0)〉. (2.1)
To obtain the finite renormalized value of the correlator, we introduce a nonperturbative renormal-
ization factor (ZH),
CRH(t) = Z2HCH(t). (2.2)
Here CRH denotes a renormalized correlation function and it is finite. On the other hand, the renor-
malization factor ZH and the nonperturbative bare correlation function diverge, and on the right
hand side these divergences are canceled each other.
To define the renormalization scheme, we introduce the renormalization condition on the
renormalized correlator, in which the renormalized correlator is equal to the tree level amplitude:
CRH(t) =CtreeH (t). (2.3)
The renormalization factor of the composite operator is thus defined by
ZH ≡
√
CtreeH (t)
CH(t)
, (2.4)
at some fixed propagation length (t). Thus the factor ZH is normalized by the tree level value for
each propagation length. One of the practical advantages of our renormalization scheme is that a
special lattice setup, such as a special boundary condition, is not needed.
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3. Step scaling function
To obtain the scale dependence of the renormalization factor, we use the step scaling method [3].
First, we introduce the discrete mass step scaling function from the factor ZP.
In our renormalization scheme, the renormalization factor ZP has two independent scales, the
propagation time (t) and lattice temporal size (T ) 1. To see the scale dependence of the factor ZP we
fix the ratio r = t/T . Here r takes a value 0 < r ≤ 1/2 because of the periodic boundary condition
on the lattice. We obtain the scale dependence of the factor ZP when we change both the physical
propagation length and lattice size together.
A brief review of the strategy to obtain the mass anomalous dimension using the step scaling
method is shown in Fig. 1. The top panel shows the step scaling for the renormalized coupling. To
Figure 1: The strategies of the step scaling method for the coupling constant and the renormalization factor
for the operator P. We measure the growth ratio of each quantity at fixed β .
obtain the scale dependence of the renormalized coupling in a renormalization scheme, we measure
the growth ratio of renormalized coupling when the lattice extent becomes s times with fixed value
of bare coupling constant. And to obtain the scale dependence of the renormalization factor of a
operator, we measure the growth ratio of the factor ZP. The explicit definition of the mass step
scaling function is given by
ΣP(β ,a/L;s) = ZP(β ,a/sL)ZP(β ,a/L) . (3.1)
The mass step scaling function on the lattice includes the discretization error. To remove it, we take
the continuum limit (a → 0) keeping the renormalized coupling (u = g2R(1/L)) constant.
σP(u,s) = lim
a→0
ΣP(β ,a/L;s)
∣∣∣∣
u=const
. (3.2)
In the continuum limit, this mass step scaling function is related to the mass anomalous di-
mension. This relation becomes simple when the theory is conformal, and we can estimate the
1We always fix the ratio of T and L.
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anomalous dimension at the fixed point with the following equation:
γ∗m(u∗) =−
log |σP(u∗,s)|
log |s|
. (3.3)
Here u∗ denotes the fixed point coupling constant.
Note that in Eq. (3.2), there is a freedom of the choice of the renormalization scheme con-
cerning the input renormalized coupling constant. We use the set of the bare coupling constant
and the lattice size to realize the input renormalized coupling constant (u) with a renormalization
scheme for the gauge coupling constant. The energy scale is defined by the input renormalized cou-
pling, and the energy dependence of the mass step scaling function comes through the renormalized
coupling constant. We can use any combinations of the renormalization schemes for the renormal-
ized coupling and the wave function renormalization. Generally, the value of σP(u) and the mass
anomalous dimension depends on the choice of the renormalization schemes. At the fixed point,
although the value of u∗ depends on the renormalization scheme, the mass anomalous dimension
is independent of the renormalization schemes of both the mass and the coupling constant.
4. Simulation setup
The gauge configurations are generated by the Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm, and we use
the Wilson gauge and the naive staggered fermion actions. We introduce the twisted boundary
conditions for x,y directions and impose the usual periodic boundary condition for z, t directions,
which is the same setup with our previous work [1]. Because of the twisted boundary conditions
the fermion determinant is regularized even in the massless case, so that we carry out an exact
massless simulation to generate these configurations. The simulations are carried out with several
lattice sizes (L/a = 6,8,10,12,16 and 20) at the fixed point of the renormalized gauge coupling
in the TPL scheme [1]. In this simulation, we fix the ratio of temporal and spatial directions:
T/a = 2L/a
In the paper [1], the IRFP is found at
g∗2TPL = 2.69±0.14(stat.)+0−0.16(sys.), (4.1)
in the TPL scheme. We use the tuned value of β where the TPL coupling is the fixed point value
for each (L/a)4 lattices as shown in Table 1. We generate the configurations using these parameters
on (L/a)3 × 2L/a lattices and neglect the possibility of induced scale violation coming from the
change of lattice volume (L/a)4 → 2(L/a)4 since we carefully take the continuum limit. We mea-
sure the pseudo scalar correlator for 30,000–80,000 trajectories for each (β ,L/a) combination.
We estimate the statistical error using bootstrap method.
5. Mass anomalous dimension at the IRFP
Since we found that the data at L/a = 6 has a large discretization error, we drop the data at
L/a = 6 from the continuum extrapolation of the step scaling function. Figure 2 shows the finer
three lattice data of the mass step scaling function (ΣP(β ,a/L;s = 1.5)) and several continuum ex-
trapolation functions. As a central analysis, we take the three-point linear extrapolation in (a/L)2,
4
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g2TPL = 2.475 g2TPL = 2.686 g2TPL = 2.823
L/a T/a β β β
6 12 5.378 4.913 4.600
8 16 5.796 5.414 5.181
10 20 5.998 5.653 5.450
12 24 6.121 5.786 5.588
Table 1: The values of β for each L/a which give the TPL coupling constant at the IRFP.
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Figure 2: The continuum extrapolation of the mass step scaling function in r = 1/2 scheme with s = 1.5
without L/a= 6 data. The solid line denotes the unity, where the anomalous dimension is zero. Each red and
blue dashed lines denote the three-point linear and three-point constant extrapolations in (a/L)2 respectively.
The violet dashed line denotes the two-point linear function in (a/L)2 using the finer two lattices.
which is drawn in red dashed line for each panels. The u dependence is small and the result is
consistent with each other. We take the result for u = 2.686 as a fixed point coupling as a central
result. The mass anomalous dimension of the central result is given γ∗m = 0.044 +0.025−0.024(stat.). The
error denotes the statistical one, which is estimated by the bootstrap method.
We also carry out two different kinds of extrapolation. One is the three-point constant extrap-
olation (the blue dashed line in Fig. 2) and the other is the two-point linear extrapolation (the violet
dashed line in Fig. 2). The smallest value of γ∗m is given by the three-point constant extrapolation
for u = 2.475, and the largest one is given by the two-point linear extrapolation for u = 2.686. Each
value of γ∗m is 0.013 and 0.102 respectively. We estimate the systematic uncertainties by taking the
difference between the central value and smallest or largest value respectively. Finally, we obtain
the mass anomalous dimension
γ∗m = 0.044 +0.025−0.024(stat.) +0.057−0 (syst.) +0−0.032(syst.), (5.1)
where the first systematic error comes from the uncertainty of the continuum extrapolation while
the second one comes from uncertainty of the fixed point coupling constant.
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6. Summary
In this talk, we propose a novel renormalization scheme for the composite operators. The
renormalization factor is normalized by the tree level correlation function for each composite op-
erator.
We obtain the mass step scaling function at the IRFP of the SU(3) N f = 12 massless fermion
theory using this renormalization scheme for the pseudo scalar operator. Our result of the mass
anomalous dimension at the IRFP of this theory is given by
γ∗m = 0.044 +0.025−0.024(stat.) +0.057−0 (syst.) +0−0.032(syst.). (6.1)
Finally, we show the values of the mass anomalous dimension in other literatures in Fig. 3.
There are several discrepancies of the mass anomalous dimension although the mass anomalous
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Figure 3: The comparison of the mass anomalous dimension at IRFP for several studies. From the top, the
perturbative 2-loop result, 3-loop MS, 4-loop MS, the recent lattice results in the papers [4], [5], [6], [7] and
our result. Note that in the papers [5, 6] there is no “ ∗ " on the gamma in their own papers. The value of the
γ∗m of Ref. [7] is updated to γ∗m = 0.25 in Ref. [8].
dimension at the fixed point should be universal. We will give our updated result to obtain a
conclusive value of the critical exponent at the IRFP in near future.
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